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9:00 AM
1 & 2 Peter
Elective 1
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Doug Weir & Jim Groff
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In the 2,000+ years since the letters of 1 and 2 Peter were written, Christians have
experienced opposition, rejection, ostracism, scorn, contempt, and persecution. This
semester, we will take a deep dive into these two letters, which remain highly practical for
us today. First Peter shows us what active faith in the midst of suffering looks like, and 2
Peter gives us timely warnings about false teachers in a culture where doctrinal error can
spread like wildfire.
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10:45 AM
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Partners 1on1 Discipleship
Elective 2

C104
Steve Blakemore & David Bonsell
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Meets in E110 on January 9. Partners is a curriculum designed to help people grow in
their walk with Jesus and equip them to disciple less-equipped believers with confidence.
Partners could also be considered a Systematic Theology course for beginners who are
establishing the fundamentals of the faith. Fair warning: there will be homework to do!
The Partners workbook is filled with questions and scriptures to consider, but the reward
will be great.
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Young Adults

Young Adults

Singles 18-25

C204
Zach Moore

The Young Adults meet weekly for breakfast, fellowship, and study of God’s Word.
Singles between the ages of 18-25 are invited, whether they’re in college, in the work
force, or anywhere in between! This spring, we will continue in our Old Testament Survey
study.
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